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Commission Does
Variety of Jobs
At Airports

Strapping In
School teachers smile with anticipation as they await a ride in an Army UH-1
helicopter at Columbia Metropolitan Airport . Forty-two teachers attended a three week
aviation workshop sponsored by the commission . The helicopter rides were one of
several activities enjoyed on field trips during the workshop. More pictures page 4.
(Aeronautics Commission photo)

Carolyn Pilaar First Woman
On Precision Flight Team
.....-

Carolyn Pilaar, owner of a Greenville flight school, became the first
woman ever to qualify for the U.S.
Precision Flight Team which competed in Montreal in international
competition Aug . 22-24.
The four-person U.S. team was
selected at the national precision
flight finals in Mobile, Ala. Pilaar placed fourth which made her an alternate
on the U.S. team. Alternates can practice with the team, but don't normally
compete unless another team
member gets sick.
"Next time, I'm going to be first,
second or third ," she said determindly.

Competition for the World Precision Flight Championships is exacting . Pilots are required to fly a
precise cross country course and be
within five seconds of designated
check points or receive penalty
points. A spot landing contest is also
part of the competition and landings
with power, without power and over a
barrier are required .
The championship has been
described as the olympics of aviation.
Precision flight teams from all over
the world, Austria, France, Germany,
England , etc. compete in the contest.
South Carolina should be proud
of Carolyn Pilaar.

The S.C. Aeronautics Commission 's maintenance personnel perform a variety of tasks designed to
keep local airports safe, attractive
and efficients.
During the past 12 months,
crews have painted runway markings
at nine airports, put up wind socks at
23, and cut grass on 60 airports. In addition , crews have replaced burned
out runway lights and broken lenses,
put in NOB's and VASI 's and even
cleaned terminal buildings.
Although there is a lot of work
done , there are only nine
maintenance people statewide to do
all the work. Some of the jobs, runway
marking, for example, takes a crew of
men several days to finish .
Maintenance supervisor John
Tate said the crews must f irst survey
the centerline to make sure it isn 't off
center. Then , the old numbers and
markings must be cut off the runway .
Then the new markings and new
numbers measuring 60 feet long and
40 feet across are painted on .
" It takes about three and a half
days running a crew of five men and
40 gallons of paint to do a runway,"
Tate said. " We also put reflective
beading on the centerline."
In the last 12 months ,
Aeronautics crews have painted nonprecision markings on runways at
Owens Field, Cheraw, Hampton , Moncks Corner, Manning , Bennettsville,
Barnwell and Greenwood. Spartan-

Continued on page 3
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Hawthorne to Sell
Corporate Aircraft
Vernon B. Strickland, President
and Chairman of the Board of
Hawthorne Aviation recently announce the company's expansion into corporate class aircraft sales. Effective immediately, the new sales
division will be moving into sales of
used jets, turbo props, and pressurized piston powered aircraft. Concerning the expansion, Strickland says ,
" This move will enable us to take advantage of one of the fastest growing
aircraft markets in the industry today .
We will be able to market the aircraft
on a national or even international
basis."
Andrew J. Damiano has been
named corporate aircraft sales
representative. Prior to his transfer,
Damiano was a salesman of new
Piper aircraft for the company.

Cherokee Closed
The Cherokee County airport, a
grass strip at lat. 35° 6', long. 81 o 39',
has been closed by Cherokee County
authorities.
The 1,900 strip has been abandoned for some time and had
deterioated into an unsafe facility.
County and civic leaders are currently making plans to build a new
modern facility . The county is the only one in the state without an improved airport.

Second Airports Con·ference
Sept. 5·7 At Myrtle Beach
The second annual Airports Conference will be held Sept. 5, 6, and 7 at the
North Myrtle Beach Howard Johnson 's Ocean Resort; if your airport operators
haven't already done so, plan now to attend.
The meetings provide an excellent opportunity for operators, FAA and
state representatives and airport consultants to get together and talk about
problems in developing facilities and work toward solutions.
Last year, 50 people attended . Everyone agreed the meetings were helpful
and should be held on a regular basis.
This year, the conference features films and talks by FAA representatives
John Garner and Bob Harris on airport planning and funding, a briefing on the
Gamecock areas by Maj . Robert Simpson and a panel discussion on local involvement in airport funding .
Registration will be Wednesday Sept. 5 from 3 to 5 p.m. Cocktails and hors
d'oeuvers will be provided from 6 to 9 p.m. in the hospitality suite, courtesy of
the airport consultants.
Thursday, the conference begins at 9 a.m. with an introduction by
Aeronautics Commission director John W. Hamqton. During the luncheon,
Sen. John Lindsay, chairman of the Senate Transportation Committee will
speak, and, Len Povey--one of the true pioneers in aviation--will entertain us
with more of his fascinating stories. Conference sessions will resume after
lunch and last until 5 p.m.
Friday morning, John Garner and Bob Harris will talk on land use com. patibility and ADAP projects compliance. The conference will adjourn at 11:30
a.m.
The $10 registration fee covers all conference sessions and the luncheon
meal.

$18.7 Million Requested

1979-80 Bond Bill Contains Only
Half Million Dollars For Airports
The General Assembly has
okayed a half million for airport
development in the state capital improvements bond bill, but that won't
even begin to fund projects requested
by 40 airports which total more than
$18.7 million.
Thirty-five general aviation and
five air carrier airports submitted
capital improvement requests totaling $18,712,629. The lion's share
($14.2 million) came from the air carrier airports and the majority of
that--$12 million--was requested by
Charleston AFB/ Municipal to help
finance a new terminal building.
Requests from the 35 general
aviation airports totaled $4.5 million .
They ranged from $1 million requested by Owens Field to $5,000 requested by Saluda County Airport.
All these requests were submitted to the bond committee, but the

legislators, fearing a year of austerity,
cut this and other requests severly.
The $500,000 approved is only 2.6 percent of what was requested. The
result is a little bit of money for many
projects.
To be fair, the money will be
allocated on a first come, first served
basis. The first airports to get their
projects approved and meet all requirements for state funding will
receive the funds. (Requirements for
state funding were outlined in the
June Newsletter on page 4.)
State capital improvement funds
normally are used in conjunction with
federal funds on airport improvements projects. The FAA normally funds 80 percent, the state 10
percent and the local government 10
percent of the improvement costs.
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Variety of Jobs
Continued from Page 1
burg was painted with precision markings.
Tate said many people don 't
realize that the Aeronautics Commission makes and installs w ind socks at
airports. During the last year, socks
have been installed at Allendale ,
Laurens , Pageland , Lancaster, Hemingway, Bates, Horrell Hill, Andrews ,
Silver Street , Bamberg Hospital
Heliport, Chester, Beaufort, F. A.
Triplett, Greenwood, Marion, Bryant
Field, Fairview, Kingstree , Hartsville,
Anderson County , Trenton , Clemson
and Pickens.
In the past , socks were supplied
in 18, 24 and 36 inch lengths.
However, Tate said, the commission
will not stock the 24-inch length in the
future . Commission shop personnel
make the wind sock frame out of flat
iron and Tate's men set it in concrete
at the airport. The commission will
furnish public airports with wind
socks or replace a sock that is frayed.
If anyone needs a new wind sock, call
Dan Fraley or John Tate at 758-2766.
The maintenance section is
"continuously" repairing lighting
systems, Tate said . Just recently, the
commission replaced 18 runway light
lenses at Clemson which had been
destroyed by vandals. This can quickly become an expensive proposition
since each lens cost about $18, Tate
said.
The Commission also helps with
the installation of Non-Directional
Beacons (NOB's) by erecting towers
and installing the grounds for the nav
aids. In the last several months
Tate's men also put in Visual Ap:
proach Slope Indicators (VASI 's) at
Anderson and Newberry.
" But the most expensive thing
we do is cutting grass," Tate said .
" We cut grass on 60 airports and we
have only nine maintenance people
statewide."
Grass cutting is not only
esthetic, but is necessary for safety
reasons. Tall grass surrounding a runway often harbors birds which fly
when startled by aircraft and pose a
hazard to landing and departing
airplanes. If the grass is kept cut
birds will find other places to feed
and nest.

Bob Hufman Prepares for model demo, Dee Haddock wat·
ches;

Kingstree Air Show,
Fly-in Sept. 15·16
The Kingstree Rotary Club and
chapter 242 of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) are sponsoring a fly-in and air show Sept. 15 and
16 in conjunction with the community's annual Old Fashion Days Celebration .
Project co-chairman Ralph
Strong says there will be military and
experimental aircraft on display and
rides over the city of Kingstree in
sailplanes and a Stearman as well as
more convention craft .
An air show featuring Bobby
Jonte of Greelyville flying a Baby
Great Lakes and Russ Appleton in a
Decathalon plus others will be held

from 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 15.
The show will open with a sky
diving demonstration by The Citadel
Jump tearn . Bob Huffman will
demonstrate his radio controlled
airplanes while the jumpers are flying
to altitude.
Sunday, there will be no air show
but the overton flights will continu~
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m .
This is the second year an air
show has been held along with the
festival, Strong said.
"We flew 350 people last year in
the two days and 85 to 90 percent said
they had never been flying before. ,"
he said.

Ralph Strong in 172 over Kingstree
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Above, Right, watching_ an A-10 strafe at
Poinsette Range. Below, inspecting an A7 cockpit
at McEntire ANG Base.

42 Teachers Attend
Aviation Workshop
Forty-two public school teachers
attended a three-week aviation
workshop sponsored by the S.C.
Aeronautics Commission July 11-31
and had fun learning about airplanes
while earning credit toward graduate
degrees.
A number of speakers lectured
on various aspects of aviation inclwding aerodynamics, air safety,
helicopters, general aviation, the
airlines, the FAA and the Civil Air
Patrol.
On field trips, the teachers
visited one of the nation's top fixed
base operators--Stevens Beechcraft
in Greer; got an eagle's eye view of
Columbia from an Army helicopter,
saw National Guard A?'s bomb and
strafe at Poinsett Range and sampled
Air Force chow at a Shaw AFB dining
hall.
The three week course is designed to familiarize elementary and
secondary school teachers with
various aspects of aviation so they
will be better able to impart aerronautical knowledge to students in
the classroom .
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1979·80 State Charts
Available At Commission
The S.C. Aeronautics Commission now has the 1979-80 state
aeronautical charts and will soon
begin distributing them to FBO's
around the state.
The commission prints the
charts each year and makes them
available to pilots and others needing
an aviation chart as a public service.
Individuals may request charts by

writing: S.C. Aeronautics Commission, P.O. Drawer 1987, Columbia,
S.C. 29202; or phone 758-2766.
The chart is similar to the sectional charts published by the FAA;
however, no single FAA chart will
show the entire state. The Commission chart depicts the entire state and
portions of North Carolina and
Georgia. Airport diagrams are shown
on the back.
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Anne Hawkins, secretary of the
Breakfast Club reports good attendance at recent meetings.
She said 90 people and 44
airplanes came to the July 1 meeting
in Newberry and 67 people and 23
airplanes attended the July 15
meeting in Georgetown.
A special meeting was held Aug.
19 at the new Eagle East building,
and the regular Aug. 26 meeting was
held at Sumter.
Other meetings are:
Sept . 9
Winnsboro
Sept. 23
Greenville
Downtown

FAA Begins
Operating Long·
Range Radar

Open· Air View from a Huey

The first of a new generation of
long-range air traffic control radars
has been put into operation at Arl ington, Iowa, by the U.S. Department
of Transportation.
The new air route surveillance
radar (ARSR-3) incorporates many advanced design features that improve
detection of both large and small aircraft as well as reduce false radar
return. In addition, solid state construction and built-in test and
monitoring equipment make the new
radar more reliable than other existing radars and reduce maintenance
time and costs, according to DOT's
Federal Aviation Administration .
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Another Safety
Record Set
by S.C. Pilots
For the first 6 months of 1979,
only 10 general aviation accidents
were reported in South Carolina. This
is compared to twenty-one for the
same period last year. The best
previous year since we began keeping
these records in 1968 was fifteen accidents for the first 6 months in 1976.
This report is based on accidents investigated by the Columbia GADO
and includes all reported accidents in
South Carolina, which means some
South Carolina pilots involved in outof-state accidents are exlcuded .
South Carolina pilots have set
another record . This record is for a
period of 8 years, 1971 through 1978,
and is the safest fatal accident record
in the Southern Region. It is based on
fatal accidents per one thousand aircraft in this state and is also based on
pilots whose residence is in this
state. The South Carolina average for
the 8 year period is 2.68 as compared
to Southern Region average of 4.08
and the USA average of 3.86.

Recent F.A.R. Violations
Investigated By The FAA
This new column is intended to
make pilots more aware of the
Federal Aviation Regulations by
reporting recent operations considered to be contrary to the regulations. In South Carolina, the FAA has
investigated and has filed Enforcement Investigative Reports allegin
violations of the following:
FAR 91 .5 and 91.9 - Fuel exhaustion
FAR 43.15(a) - Approving an aircraft
for return to service following annual
inspection when it does not meet all
applicable airworthiness requirements.
FAR 61 .89(a) (1)- Student pilot carrying a passenger.
FAR 91.9, 91.87(h), 91.1 05(a) (d),
91 .115, and 61.3(e) (I) - VFR pilot
departed airport with operating control tower into IFR weather conditions

without ATC clearance and without
an instrument rating.
FAR 61 .3(a) and (c)- Operation of an
aircraft as pilot-in-command without
pilot and medical certificate in personal possession.
FAR 91.89(a)- Operation of an aircraft
making right hand traffic pattern at
non tower controlled airport when
right turns not authorized for that airport.
FAR 91.87(h) - Operation for an aircraft into an Airport Traffic Area
without radio communication or prior
approval.
FAR 61.3(c) - Operation of an aircraft
as pilot-in-command with an expired
medical certificate.
This is only a partial list of current enforcement proceedings.

FAA To Give Wings For Proficiency Training
A nationwide drive to encourage
private pilots to sharpen their flying
skills by taking refresher training in
basic flight techniques has been launched by the Department of Transportation's Federal Aviation Administration .
The purpose of the refresher
training, which would be similar to
the recurrent training required of
airline and military pilots, is to reduce
the rising rate of accidents among
general aviation pilots. There were
740 fatal general aviation accidents in
1978, an 11 percent increase from
1977.
The decision to encourage the
refresher training was made after an
analysis of the accidents showed that
a surprisingly large share involved experienced pilots who had logged from

1,000 to 5,000 hours of flying time.
This indicated that these and other
pilots have apprently forgotten or are
not practicing the basic techniques
for safe flight.
The encouragement will come in
the form of a small pair of wings that
FAA will award, along with certificates of completion, to pilots who
take the refresher training. The wings
can be worn as a lapel pin or a tietack .
For the pilot of a fixed wing aircraft, the refresher training will consist of:
• One hour of flight training in
basic aircraft control, stalls, turns
and other manuevers.
• One hour of flight training concentrating on precision approaches
and takeoffs and landings, including

crosswind, soft field and short field
techniques.
• One hour of instrument training, either in an aircraft or a simulator.
• Attendance at an aviation safety meeting, seminar or clinic conducted by the FAA under its Accident
Prevention Program.
To encourage continuing participation in the program, the FAA will
award a pair of wings with a star to a
pilot who repeats the refresher training after 12 months. Wings with a
wreath around the star will be awarded to pilots who take the refresher
training a third time. Additional information may be obtained from local
FAA Accident Prevention counselors.
Full details are contained in FAA Advisory Circular 61-91 available at FAA
General Aviation District Offices.
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Gamecock C
Expansion Asked
By Air Force
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Solid Lines Show Proposed New Boundary

Survey Shows Most GA Aircraft
Have Two-way Radio Capability
More than 80 percent of general
aviation aircraft have two-way VHF
(very high frequency) radio capability
and better than 75 percent have some
form of navigation equipment, according to a survey conducted by the
Federal Aviation Administration.
In addition, the survey found over
50 percent of all general aviation aircraft are equipped with a 4096-code
transponder,
a device that
automatically signals aircraft identity
and position to ground controllers .
Approximately 20 percent have the
associated automatic altitude reporting equipment.
Other statistics in the FAA
report, "1977 General Aviation Activity and Avionics Survey," show almost
half the general aviation aircraft have
at least one instrument landing
system component, over 25 percent
have autopilot and about six percent
have weather radar.
The FAA report is based on data
collected last year from a representative sample of some 30,000 aircraft
owners. The sample represented

about 15 percent of the total aircraft
population.
In addition to the information on
avionics equipment, the report also
provides data on the utilization of
general aviation aircraft. For example,
it notes that these aircraft flew an
estimated 35.8 million hours in 1977,
yielding a mean annual flight time per
aircraft of 194.2 hours. Flight hours
increased 5.5 percent that year over
1976 and the number of aircraft was
up 3.6 percent.
Copies of the report are available
from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road ,
Springfield, Va. 22161 .

The Federal Aviation Administration is considering expansion of the
Gamecock C Military Operations Area
(MOA) on request of the Air Force (see
map).
The Air Force wants the area expanded " to prevent the inadvertent
egresses by their pilots from ... the
area." And it wants the base lowered
from 500 to 100 feet to provide low
altitude training for A-10 pilots. The
top altitude would be lowered from
8,000 to 7,000 feet .
The FAA says instrument approaches
at
Andrews
and
Hemingway-Stuckey airports would
not be affected by the enlargement.
Comments on the proposal will
be accepted until Sept. 24. If anyone
would like to submit comments or
make recommendations as to the effect the proposal may have on
aeronautic?! activity, they should
write to: Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration ,
Chief, Airspace and Procedures
Branch, P.O. Box 20636, Atlanta, Ga.
30320.
The FAA says all letters received
before the cutoff date will be considered before final action is taken on
the proposal.

Crash Cause
The National Transportation
Safety Board said inadequate
preflight preparation and fuel contamination were probably the causes
of the crash of a Piper j-3 Cub,
N70998, near Harleyville, S.C. on June
21' 1978.
The Board said the Cub 's fuel
bowl contained dirt and water when
the student pilot took off from
Westbury Airport for a solo intructional flight . The engine failed on initial cl imb and the aircraft crashed in
a tree . The ·s tudent received serious
injuries and the aircraft was substantially damaged . The student pilot, 35,
had 152 total hours, 30 in type .

Eagle Expands at Columbia
Eagle Aviation has moved its air
taxi , flight school and single engine
maintenance from the main building
at Columbia Airport to a new building ,
Eagle East.
Larry Yon says line service will

soon be started there also. " Eventually, we will move all single engine
operations and transient customers
to Eagle East to decongest the ramp
at Eagle "
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Proper Airport Grass Height
is Key to Controlling Birds
Hundreds of bird strikes occur
each year, many of them over airport
property during take off or landing.
This is not surprising since the
large, open grassy areas around airports attract birds for a number of
reasons.
Birds find food, shelter and
nesting sites in the grass; by knowing
a little something about the particular
birds around an airport, it is possible
to control them by regulating the
height of the grass.
Should you keep the grass cut
low, medium or let it grow high to
discourage birds?
Unfortunately, there is no one
answer that works best because different birds are attracted by different
grass heights for different reasons.
Grass maintained below six inches, for example, is very attractive to
several species of gulls. They like the
short grass because it affords good
visibility and provides an easily accessible source of insects.
On the other hand, grass over 12
inches can be equally attractive to
other species of birds like the red
winged blackbird which finds the tall
grass makes an ideal place to nest.
Such tall grass also supports increas-

ed populations of small mammals
which attract hawks and owls.
The solution is to find a height in
between which is least attractive to
the birds. The first step is to identify
the kinds of birds which require control. The second step is to find out
what they like and dislike and what
they need to live. The third step is to
modify the grass at the airport to
discourage the local species.
For example, say an airport
which keeps its grass from three to
six inches long is having a problem
with ring billed gulls~ After reading up
on the gulls, you find that they like
short grasses and are discouraged by
grass nine inches or taller. One

means of reducing the problem is to
keep the grass longer than nine inches.
Of course, the problem is not
always that simple; birds may be attracted by several different aspects of
grass and what may discourage one
may attract another species.
A good rule of thumb is to maintain grass between seven and 12 inches tall. This is tall enough to
discourage those birds which prefer
short grass for food and good visibility;
and it's short enough to discourage
small mammals which are food for
hawks and owls. Birds which nest on
the ground are similiary discouraged.
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